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EUROTIER GOES MIDDLE EAST

  

EuroTier – the world’s leading 
trade fair for animal production –  
is coming to the Middle East, 

bringing this global platform to one of the most prominent 
animal production hubs on the planet. The new show 
is the ideal platform for agricultural businesses to enter 
a growing livestock market and take advantage of the 
opportunity to help shape the future of animal production 
in the Middle East. It brings together the farmers, the 
cooperatives, the experts, the government and the 
industry all under one roof, leveraging a global platform 
to respond to local and regional needs. The most 
important producers from the United Arab Emirates have 
already announced their support. 

The trade fair takes place in Abu Dhabi – the largest 
of the seven Emirates and a growing player in animal 
husbandry in the Middle East. The state government 
is investing heavily in finding innovative solutions to 
regional challenges in animal production and a creative 
response to the ever-increasing demand. Therefore, Abu 
Dhabi is the ideal location for businesses to gain access 
into a thriving and rapidly expanding marketplace.

EuroTier Middle East offers the entire range of products 
and services for animal husbandry professionals – from 
technology, services and genetics to farm inputs and 
other upstream and downstream areas. It gives access to 
advanced technological know-how and developments in 
international agricultural markets, and provides efficient 
structures for networking with international experts and 
transferring important knowledge. The program and 
information are tailored to the specific challenges of the 
farming world in the region.

 The Middle East region is one of the major drivers of the poultry industry. State subsidy programs such as 
those in Saudi Arabia, for instance, are aimed at meeting 60 percent of the demand for poultry from domestic 
production within the next five years.

 As the capacity for large-scale poultry operations has grown, so has the demand for animal feed.

 Beef is a secondary protein after chicken and fish in most MENA diets but per capita consumption is increasing 
and outpacing the ability to produce.

 The current challenges of the region imply a high demand for new technologies and solutions: agricultural  
structural change, high operating costs, biosecurity, only 5% arable, scarce water resources 

 In the MENA region consumers spend 24% of their food budget on meat.

THE LIVESTOCK SECTOR IN THE MIDDLE EAST*

* Sources: DLG-Agrifuture Insights (large-scale farmer survey covering 13 countries), ADFCA, internet research



  

EUROTIER GOES MIDDLE EAST

ANIMAL FOCUS

ONE BRAND – ALL SEGMENTS

HOSTED BUYER PROGRAM
Top agricultural decision-makers will be invited to the 
exhibition and given a tour of exhibitors showcasing 
products matching their interests.

 Ample resources for the creation of a robust  
hosted buyer program

 Meticulous selection criteria for determining the 
top buyers

 Match and meet – have the ideal customers for 
your products visit your booth

 The cornerstone for a well-attended and  
successful show

EXHIBITION PROGRAM

 Breeding animals, breeding programs, trade, 
reproductive technology

 Feed and other farm inputs

 Feed storage, feed production

 Animal housing and shed construction

 Keeping and feeding technology

 Climate and environmental technology

 Milking and cooling technology

 Technology for solid and liquid manure

 Transport vehicles, transport services

 Processing and marketing

 Equipment and accessories

 Management and consulting

 Veterinary medicine

 Waste treatment

 Livestock environment protection

TECHNICAL PROGRAM

 Accompanying conferences and workshops

 Expert panel discussions

 Guided tours

The trade fair offers a comprehensive exhibitor portfolio for poultry, cattle, sheep, goats, camels, aquaculture and  
beekeeping. Innovations along the whole animal livestock chain will be presented.
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THRIVING MARKET
EuroTier Middle East gives you the opportunity to 
both connect with and enter a growing livestock 
market. All farmers in the GCC region will receive 
personal invitations to visit EuroTier Middle East 
from their agricultural associations and chambers of 
commerce.

UNIQUE SHOW
The EuroTier trade show brand is the only one that 
includes animal expertise in all segments (Dairy, 
Cattle, Poultry, Sheep, Goats, Camels, Aquaculture, 
Beekeeping)

STRONG PARTNERS
The governmental partner and supporter of 
EuroTier Middle East 2019 is the prestigious Abu 
Dhabi Food Control Authority (ADFCA) which has 
an excellent livestock husbandry network in the 
region. DLG organizes international trade exhibitions 
worldwide. With its extensive network of experts, 
it signals important trends in animal husbandry.

TAILORED TECHNICAL PROGRAM
International and national experts will be presenting and 
discussing key issues of animal farming focusing on the 
special needs of the markets in the Middle East.

HOSTED BUYER PROGRAM
Meet your key buyers at EuroTier Middle East. 
A comprehensive Hosted Buyer Program facilitates 
more effi cient networking at the show.

EXCLUSIVE LAUNCH PARTNER PROGRAM
Your opportunity to take a central position at the event.

Abu Dhabi National 
Exhibition Centre, Abu Dhabi, 

United Arab Emirates
2 – 4 September 2019

6 KEY REASONS 
TO EXHIBIT

DLG International GmbH
Eschborner Landstr. 122
60489 Frankfurt am Main
Germany 
www.dlg-tradefairs.com

Multibridge Event Management
Offi ce 709 
Bayswater Tower, 
Business Bay Dubai
UAE - Dubai

P.O. Box 122473
Offi ce 709 - Bayswater
Business Bay
UAE - Dubai

  

A POWERFUL ALLIANCE FOR A STRONG SHOW
 The DLG (German Agricultural Society) is a non-profi t, politically independent, international organization with a 

large global network in the agri-food industry. With its worldwide leading trade fairs, EuroTier and 
AGRITECHNICA, and 40 more exhibitions and events in numerous countries, the DLG offers internationally 
recognized platforms and important business marketplaces for companies to tap into new markets and customers.

 The government organization Abu Dhabi Food Control Authority (ADFCA), which provides the region’s farmers with 
technical advice and an extensive range of services, is the strategic partner of EuroTier Middle East. ADFCA 
offers services and feedstock to more than 22,000 farms listed in the UAE. They will all be invited to attend the show.

 DLG and ADFCA are organizing EuroTier Middle East together with Multibridge Event Management, whose 
talents were instrumental in the launch and success of several international exhibitions in Abu Dhabi.

USEFUL INFORMATION
VENUE
Abu Dhabi National Exhibition Centre (ADNEC), 
Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates 

DATES
2 – 4 September 2019

IMPORTANT DEADLINES

Registration Deadline: 2 August 2019

MARK YOUR CALENDER:

 AveSui EuroTier South America
23 – 25 July 2019 
Lar Convention Center Medianeira, Paraná, Brazil 

 EuroTier China
19 – 21 September 2019
Qingdao, People’s Republic of China

 EuroTier
17 – 20 November 2020
Hanover, Germany

MARKETING AND TRADE SHOW SERVICES
Exhibitors are offered full marketing support. Extensive 
information on the markets in the Middle East for animal 
production, detailed trade show participation planning 
and local high-quality promotion of new products are 
just a few of the services offered to exhibitors. 
A multilingual marketing team as well as offi ces in 
Abu Dhabi and Germany will be available to help 
exhibitors achieve maximum benefi t from their trade 
fair participation.

CONTACT US
Saskia Zuleger, DLG International
Phone: +49 (0) 69 24788 239 

Omar Hassan, Multibridge Event Management
Phone: +971 (0) 50 452 1272

info@eurotiermiddleeast.com
www.eurotiermiddleeast.com

Under the Patronage of HH Sheikh Mansour Bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Deputy Prime Minister of the UAE, 
Minister of Presidential Affairs and Chairman of Abu Dhabi Food Control Authority. 
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Since its premiere in 1993, EuroTier has established 
itself as the world’s leading trade fair for livestock 
professionals. Addressing all sectors in the livestock 
industry including the agricultural supply and 
processing sectors, EuroTier is the leading platform 
for presenting topical issues, new trends and 
innovations, and an important meeting point for the 
international agricultural industry. 

The immense interest the show receives from visitors 
and exhibitors alike refl ects the huge demand for 
information on innovative systems and technologies. 
To satisfy these demands and offer more high-profi le 
opportunities, the EuroTier concept has diversifi ed 
into the shows of AveSui EuroTier South America, 
EuroTier Middle East and EuroTier China to promote 
networking around the globe. 

EUROTIER – FIRST 
IN ANIMAL PRODUCTION

GROWTH IN VISITOR NUMBERS

1993:

67,091
2018:

154,948

GROWTH IN EXHIBITOR NUMBERS

1993:

1,009
2018:

2,586

EuroTier – the world’s leading 
trade fair for animal production – 
is coming to the Middle East, 

bringing this global platform to one of the most prominent 
animal production hubs on the planet. The new show 
is the ideal platform for agricultural businesses to enter 
a growing livestock market and take advantage of the 
opportunity to help shape the future of animal production 
in the Middle East. It brings together the farmers, the 
cooperatives, the experts, the government and the 
industry all under one roof, leveraging a global platform 
to respond to local and regional needs. The most 
important producers from the United Arab Emirates have 
already announced their support. 

The trade fair takes place in Abu Dhabi – the largest 
of the seven Emirates and a growing player in animal 
husbandry in the Middle East. The state government 
is investing heavily in fi nding innovative solutions to 
regional challenges in animal production and a creative 
response to the ever-increasing demand. Therefore, Abu 
Dhabi is the ideal location for businesses to gain access 
into a thriving and rapidly expanding marketplace.

EuroTier Middle East offers the entire range of products 
and services for animal husbandry professionals – from 
technology, services and genetics to farm inputs and 
other upstream and downstream areas. It gives access to 
advanced technological know-how and developments in 
international agricultural markets, and provides effi cient 
structures for networking with international experts and 
transferring important knowledge. The program and 
information are tailored to the specifi c challenges of the 
farming world in the region.

 The Middle East region is one of the major drivers of the poultry industry. State subsidy programs such as 
those in Saudi Arabia, for instance, are aimed at meeting 60 percent of the demand for poultry from domestic 
production within the next fi ve years.

 As the capacity for large-scale poultry operations has grown, so has the demand for animal feed.

 Beef is a secondary protein after chicken and fi sh in most MENA diets but per capita consumption is increasing 
and outpacing the ability to produce.

 The current challenges of the region imply a high demand for new technologies and solutions: agricultural 
structural change, high operating costs, biosecurity, only 5% arable, scarce water resources 

 In the MENA region consumers spend 24% of their food budget on meat.

THE LIVESTOCK SECTOR IN THE MIDDLE EAST*

* Sources: DLG-Agrifuture Insights (large-scale farmer survey covering 13 countries), ADFCA, internet research

The trade fair offers a comprehensive exhibitor portfolio for poultry, cattle, sheep, goats, camels, aquaculture and 
beekeeping. Innovations along the whole animal livestock chain will be presented.
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